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El comercio libre en el Peru: las estrategias de un comerciante criollo, Jose
Antonio de Lavalle y Cortes, 1777-1815. Por Cristina Ana Mazzeo. (Lima:
Fondo Editorial de la Pontificia Universidad Cat6lica de! Peru, 1994. 279 pp.
llustraciones, mapas, cuadros, apendices, notas, bibliografia. Precio no
disponible.)
Cristina Ana Mazzeo offers a compact, carefully organized, and
ambitious monograph on a major issue: the economic repercussions of a late
eighteenth-century Spanish Bourbon "reform"-comercio libre of 1778-on
Lima's commercial interests. Some themes are explicit, others implicit. Did
Lima's economic role in South America change for better or, as some would
have it, for worse? Why did Lima's merchant oligarchs, peninsular and criollo,
remain royalist and colonialist? Most important for the monograph, can
analysis of the business career of a prominent criollo merchant stand for the
Lima commercial community as a whole? What lends particular weight to
Mazzeo's book is its reliance upon painstaking mining of the manuscript
holdings of Lima's Archivo General de la Nacion port records (aduanas), the
secci6n consulado, and especially the secci6n notarios (1755-1815).
In brief chapters (some rounded out with relevant tables), Mazzeo lays
out the structure of Peru's overseas and internal trade, the metropole's decision
to separate the huge La Plata area from Lima's viceregal jurisdiction, and an
analysis of the reglamento del comercio Libre and its general impact.
Supplementing this historical matrix are observations about Lima's social and
economic elites, its aristocracia mercantil, and then the career of a
representative figure, Jose Antonio de Lavalle y Cortes. Two subsequent
chapters treat the analytical core of the monograph: Lavalle, his colleagues in
both high and low places, and their networks; their payment mechanisms and
shipping facilities; and-key to the monograph's argument-the development of
non-traditional exportables, namely Guayaquil cocoa, Chilean copper, and
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Thus, he mobilized a capital fund that over forty years totaled more than
500,000 pesos, returning to investors between 3 and 6 percent annually. He
applied his funds exclusively to commercial ventures: importing European
products (via Cadiz, where a son was his agent), exporting copper, cocoa, and
quinine, speculating in slaves purchased in Buenos Aires, and lending over
300,000 pesos. As Mazzeo underscores, Lavalle avoided productive ventures in
agriculture or manufacture; in this sense he was a conservative, hardly
innovative businessman.
In light of his social background, extended family networks, and his
standing as a valuable member of Lima's influential mercantile community,
Lavalle had no reason to abandon Spanish colonialism in America after 1810.
His skill in adapting to post-1778 trading conditions in the empire together with
fear of the radicalism of popular movements for independence explain his
unconditional support of the old regime in colonial Peru.
Mazzeo' s monograph illuminates how much can be teased from
notarial records by patient analysis. Pity that the publisher has so poorly bound
such a useful study.
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